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Restrictions on Sunday Hunting
Today, state laws in the U.S. have little in common with
the laws imposed during the colonial period. One exception
is the continuation of so called “Blue Laws” that restrict
certain activities on Sundays. Originally used as a way for
the government to compel colonists to attend church, most
restrictions on whether stores can open, families can cook,
or whether farmers can till their fields have long since been
lifted. By the end of the 19th century, these restrictions
began to be challenged by merchants’ associations and by
1970 only 25 states still had Blue Laws. This number had
fallen to 13 by 1984.i Today, regardless of whether one
believes it should be the government’s role to encourage
church attendance, it is interesting to note that states that
allow Sunday hunting actually have the highest rates of
church attendance in the country.
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Unfortunately for hunters and their
families, 10 states continue to restrict
hunting on Sundays, with 3 prohibiting
hunting on Sundays all together.
Despite recent victories secured
by the National Shooting Sports
Foundation and the Sunday Hunting
Coalition, more needs to be done to
remove antiquated and unnecessary
government restrictions on Sunday
hunting.ii

Fast Facts
Limits Choices of Hunters and Families
Today many families face busy schedules with long work
weeks and weekend extracurricular activities for children
on Saturdays. For hunters that see the importance
of keeping the tradition of hunting alive for future
generations, limiting the time available to hunt alone or
with their families is a burden on their goal of promoting
tradition. Even for those that would choose not to hunt on
Sundays, lifting the government restriction grants all the
option to enjoy this activity without artificial schedules
imposed.
Sportsmen and women understand the value of being free
to choose if and when to hunt during the hunting season,
just as Americans are free to decide to participate in
other recreational activities such as fishing or boating
on Sundays. The current restrictions are supported by
extremist animal rights groups and gun control activists
who see upholding outdated rules as a way to limit and
eventually ban all hunting every day of the week.

Restricts Conservation Efforts
Wildlife conservation is funded in
part by the sale of hunting licenses,
as well as the sale of firearms and
ammunition. Some states that restrict
Sunday hunting, such as Pennsylvania,
are seeing a decrease in hunting
license sales as hunters choose to travel to neighboring states
for weekend hunting trips and as out-of-state hunters forgo
restricted states as a destination in favor of states that allow
for a full weekend of hunting. More hunting tourism would
help reverse the loss in conservation dollars.
Restrains Economic Growth
Allowing hunting on Sundays would lead to a boost in state
economies. If all 10 states with limits or outright bans on
Sunday hunting were to eliminate these outdated restrictions,
and simply allow hunting on all Sundays within the dates of
the current hunting season, it is estimated that over 27,000
new jobs would be created. These are good jobs, paying over
$730 million in wages, and contributing about $2.2 billion in
additional economic activity to these states.iii
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Recent Victories
The National Shooting Sports Foundation and the Sunday Hunting Coalition it helped to form have made great strides in
recent years in efforts to repeal the colonial-era restrictions Sunday hunting.
•		 Delaware: In 2016, Gov. Jack Markell signed into law a bill that allows for deer hunting on five Sundays during
hunting season at the discretion of private property owners. The measure also allows hunting on certain public
lands.
•		 North Carolina: In 2015, lawmakers approved a measure to lift the ban on hunting on private property where the
owner has given permission for hunting. Among other provisions, the restriction will remain in place from 9:30 am
to 12:30 pm and hunting cannot take place within 500 years of a place of worship or house not on the permitted
property. The two counties with the highest populations, Wake and Mecklenburg are exempt and other counties
may opt out in 2017 by approving a local ordinance.
•		 Maryland: In 2014, Sunday deer hunting was expanded on designated public land in four western Maryland
counties that already allowed deer hunting on private land.
•		 Virginia: In 2014, legislation was enacted that allows Sunday hunting on private land during designated hunting
seasons by hunters who have the written permission of landowners. Among other provisions, it prohibits hunting
within 200 yards of a place of worship.
•		 West Virginia: A 2002 law authorized Sunday hunting on private land statewide if voters in each county approved
the change on ballot measures. Shortly thereafter, 41 counties acted to ban Sunday hunting. In 2014, a
grassroots effort put the question before voters in seven counties for the first time in more than a decade and
obtained approval for Sunday hunting on private property in five counties. In 2016, voters approved Sunday
hunting on the ballot in 11 counties - paving the way for a state-wide legislative effort in 2017. Hunting on
Sunday is now legal in 33 out of 55 counties.
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